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INTRODUCTION 

When we talk of crypto currency, we are actually talking of the future and its reality, how it will be, the 

kind of transactions that will take place, and the satisfactions we will put into ourselves. In general, we 

are talking of digital transactions using digital currencies that, according to the Investopedia, are created 

and managed through the use of advanced encryption techniques known as cryptography. It has already 

been put down by economic analysts that there is a big change coming by, as the crypto market will be 

flooded with a lot of institutional money hence the deployment of block chain use will become real in 

the near future. 

Crypto supporters are people like you and mean who believe on the power of crypto currency to change 

and replace the old transactions we all used to know and hear about. It may nearly sound impossible 

with such a big overthrow of the fiat money but, we are the one to decide the future, and it sound so 

true when we take an idea that the future is not waited to occur, we change the future, and we create it 

from our decisions today.  

Recently, there have been oppositions as well as bad says regarding crypto currency. These are the 

people who do not believe in it. Actually, to believe in something, you have to know the basis of that 

thing, the contents, knowledge in general. Thus, a team of crypto supporters was created on 30th July 

2019, with a goal to spread the news and knowledge of the potential of digital transactions that we are 

implementing. By joining this team, one become an ambassador, and owns a crypto badge so that, 

whenever, however and wherever misunderstood concepts of these new transactions are raised, you, as 

an ambassador, match forward to help. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The demand for crypto currency grows daily and the global regulators are divided on how to keep up. 

However, most of the digital currencies are not backed up by any central government due to different 

standards and regulations that have been kept in different countries. Hence, depending on your country 

regulations, one has to adhere to the fact that the government has the power to execute any laws and 

principles either against or supporting the crypto currency movement. We as a team, hereby declare 

that we do not go against any rules and regulations kept by any country. We are here to spread the 

knowledge of crypto currency and not go against the Law. 
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BOLT TOKEN 

 

WHY BOLT EXIST? 

 

BOLT token was created, so as to reward every crypto lover who is ready to support our movement to 

spread the knowledge of crypto currency. BOLT will be used as a badge to our supporters with a very 

good predictable value in the future when it launches in many exchanges. However, NONE of these 

tokens will be sold in anyhow as they are a FREE giveaway from the team.  

 

MAKEUP OF THE TOKEN 

 

Bolt token is an ERC 20 token that runs under the Ethereum block chain, tracked at 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb26abb2928c22f3763620448fbad913648521866 . It is a deflationary 

token meaning that the supply of BOLT token tends to decrease along with every transaction that take 

place through the Ethereum Block chain. BOLT has been created in a way that, whenever an amount is 

sent from one wallet address to another, only 95% of it reaches the destination. The remaining 5% of 

the token get to be divided into two (2) equal portions of 2.5% each. One of the portion, (2.5%), gets 

burned as it is sent to the Ethereum alpha wallet (0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000). 

The interesting part come to the remaining 2.5% portion of the sent tokens, and this is known as a 

reward stock. 

 

REWARD STOCK 

 

This is the amount of tokens that goes to an inaccessible wallet 

(0xB26abB2928C22F3763620448FbaD913648521866) as a stock to reward all holders of BOLT who will 

actually benefit regarding the amount of tokens they hold in their ERC 20 wallets monitored through the 

Ethereum block chain. Note that NO ONE has an access to this wallet. It tends to reward holders 

automatically whenever such a holder wants to claim his/her reward.  

 

HOW TO CLAIM THE REWARD 

 

To claim the reward, one has to have his wallet connected with the Ether scan Dapp Page as it enables 

an easy-to-use and intuitive interface for you to interact with the BOLT Smart Contract on the Ethereum 

Block chain. This can be found here at 

https://etherscan.io/dapp/0xb26abb2928c22f3763620448fbad913648521866. The team prefers the use 

of METATASK as it simplifies an easy interaction with the Dapp page. 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb26abb2928c22f3763620448fbad913648521866
https://etherscan.io/dapp/0xb26abb2928c22f3763620448fbad913648521866


 

TOTAL SUPPLY OF BOLT 

 

Only 1,000,000 BOLT were created and by the time of this writing, 999,997.5BOLT have remained as 

100BOLT were sent to the team’s test wallet to test its function of deflation and reward which came out 

positive.  

AIRDROP 

 

As it has been said earlier, BOLT token will not be sold in any how to any member who is ready to join 

our movement. The structure of the airdrop will fall under the following pie, 

 

 

❖ The first round will be divided to only 500 members who will be able to receive 200BOLT each as 

an appreciation of joining the crypto supporting team early. 

❖ The second round will hold a number of 1000 new members who did not join previously so as to 

expand our community whereby each will receive 100BOLT. 

❖ The third round will go to another 1000 new members who did not join in the previous airdrops, 

each with 100BOLT. 

❖ Round four will go to all members regardless they participated before or not. The tokens will be 

distributed according to the number of members who joined. 

❖ Bounties will be subdivided to those of partnership with other potential tokens in the market, 

creativity, activeness of the member and their willingness of holding the tokens in wallets. 
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THE TEAM 

 

The crypto supporter team was started by four educated brothers.  

Michael Tarimo.  

                CEO of the Team (MDs) 

George Lyimo 

                Advisor of the team (IT) 

David L. Jr 

                 Secretary of the team (Insurance) 

 

APPRECIATIONS 

 

The team appreciates all who will join us, and support us to this new and exciting movement. We love 

you all; together we stand till the future decides. 

To crypto currency ☺ 

X
Michael Tarimo

CEO

 

 

 

 

 


